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ABSTRACT

Radloecology can best be described In view of the alms It Is after. In
order to do this, It has to be put In Its correct context. As the word says
It deals with the ecology of radioactive compounds In the environment. Being
dealing with radioactive substances however It Is also necessary to respect
the requirements of radiation protection, hich eventually means the
determination of the doses and ri-sks eventually means the determination of
the doses and risks a man possibly Incurs after a radlocontamination.

In order to cover as much as possible these requirements. the
radloecology part of the CEC Radiation Protection Programme has worked out a
number of projects under contract now with Member State Institutes.

These radioecological projects are all Intended to work out the basic
phenomena that govern the transfer of radionuclides through the environment.
This Is meant to reduce the uncertainty of the radiological assessment
modelling, not by refinement of statistical skills but by a better
understanding of the relationship between the activity of the blosphere and
the behaviour of the radionuclides.

These projects deal therefore with sensitive steps of the transfer In

agricultural and semi-natural ecosystems, cycling In forest ecosystems,
problems of availability, true absorption and transfer in ruminants taking
Into account feeding habits, digestibilities, age of animals, etc, phenomena
of loading and throughflow In fresh waters, ad behaviour of actinides in
the marine environment.

These basic radiological studies hopefully will permit to describe as
adequately as possible the transfer of radionuclides In nature. Combinations
of the relevant findings should enable to make adequate Improvements to
existing general descriptions of radionuclide tansfer.

INTRODUCTION

Radloecology Is concerned with behaviour of radionuclides In the

environment. This area of science deals with the understanding of where

radioactive materials originate, how they migrate and react chemically and

are affected by the ecosphere after their release Into the environment. In

order to understand the fate of radionuclides and their relationship with

the biosphere, a wide variety of scientific dsciplines have to be

considered such basic physico-chemistry, soil science, plant physiology,

animal physiology etc.
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Radionuclides discharged Into the environment result In radiation

exposure of man through a variety of mechanisms. Radioactive materials

present In air, water or food can be Inhaled or Ingested Into the body. Some

of these materials may become Incorporated In tissues organs, thereby

resulting in Internal irradiation of body organs. Radiation doses can also

result from absorption In the body of radiation emitted from extracorporeal

radioactive materials. This external Irradiation may be due to beta or gamma

radiation emitted from radioactive materials In air or water deposited on

the ground, or from direct radiation from nuclear facilities, waste storage

or nuclear weapons.

Some of the processes may lead to a dilution or lessening of the

concentration of a radionuclide In the environment such as atmospheric and

hydrospheric dispersion processes. Other environmental transport processes

can lead to physical, chemical or biological reconcentration so that the

concentration of radionuclide in an environmental medium may be considerably

higher than the initial concentration of radionuclide In air or water at the

point of release.

DEFINITION OF ECOSYSTEMS

An ecosystem Is the combination of the abiotic (non-living)

physlcochemical environment and the assemblage of biotic (living) organisms

that combine together to form an interrelated and Interdependent system: an

ecosystem. This Interdependence between the living and non living components

Is an important concept In understanding the effect of man s action on his

environment and In describing radionuclide transport processes.

There are primary types of basic environments, or ecosystems that can be

used to provide a natural classification or radiation exposure pathways: the

terrestrial (land). aquatic (freshwater) and marine (salt-water) ecosystems.

There Is also a fourth ecosystem, the estuarine ecosystem, which has

characteristics that combine the qualities of both the aquatic and marine

ecosystems.

TYPES OF ECOSYSTEMS AND THEIR INTERACTIONS MECHANISMS WITH RADIOACTIVITY

a) the terrestrial ecosystem

The main interaction and transfer mechanisms In terrestrial ecosystems

can be schematIsed as follows:

- transfer of radioactive materials between air and the ground surface,

including soils and vegetation with their respective Interception

mechanism;

- behaviour of radionuclides In the soil;
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radionuclide contamination of plants be It agricultural food crops,

forage, semi-agricultural crops like heather, etc...

radionuclide transfer to animal and animal poducts.

b) aquatic, marine and estuarine ecosystems

These three systems refer to the freshwater, saltwater and brack water

environments. The estuarine ecosystem usually acts as a bridge between the

other two environments. This Interference happens most frequently when

rivers and streams flow Into bays and other arms of the sea. The behaviour

of radioactive materials In the various waters s not necessarily the same.

When a comparison Is made between terrestrial and aquatic food chains Is

made the higher degree of complexity of the latter Is obvious.

In the aquatic and marine environment regularity seldom exists. The food

chains represent much more a food-web where different consumer exist taking

food from different trophic levels.and often consuming each other before the

food reaches man. The picture Is even more complicated If migration and

changes of feeding habits occur during life.

OBJECTIVES OF RADIOECOLOGY

a) Ultimate goal

The radioecology Is a technical discipline which is embedded In the

framework of the protection of man against harmful effects of radiation. It

derives from Its final goal which is the calculation of the dose a man has

received during a radiation exposure.

This dose can be calculated by using the concentration factor method, a

standard calculation widely accepted by International organizations. A

caveat has to be put to the fact that radionuclides concentration have to be

in equilibrium with the environment. This problem will be tackled In detail

In the specialized lectures. For the purpose of this Introduction It only

needs to bring up the general dose calculation expression which Is as

follows:

D = (A.B.C.Dcf)Q

D Is the dose to the exposed Individual

A Is the dispersion factor at the location of Interest per unit

discharge to atmospheric or aquatic environments;

B Is the bloaccumulation factor In the fod chain of Interest

C Is the consumption rate of foodstuff

Dcf Is the dose conversion factor per unit Intake (Sv/Bq)

Q Is the source term (Bq)
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b) Difficulties

The foregoing calculation is very straight forward because It is mainly

based on simple observation and measurements of concentrations of

radioactivity In the environment, and it does not refer to the uncertainty

or the different factors to be used In the calculation. This Is what one

could call the "monitoring phase" In the history of radloecology, and In its

application to radiation protection. Radioecology however, Is chiefly a

biological science with lots of variation due to the complexity and

multitude of factors determining the extent of each parameter.

The variation can be dealt with In different ways. A very much practised

way Is the "smoothing" of the raw data by statistical analysis, either of

the variation of data of the individual trophic levels, or of the lumped

results of the total food chain, These approaches have certainly their

merits thanks to their comprehensiveness and their potential to predict

within certain limits of uncertainty the dose to man arising from the use of

products of a certain food chain. In most of the modelling exercises" the

use of the contamination levels Is very direct In using the radioactivity

concentrations measured In the environment, but not taking Into account very

much the effect of that environment on the chemistry of this radioactive

substances and therefore not environment on the chemistry of this

radioactive substances and therefore not the effect of the very environment

on the really transferable fraction (speciation). Most of this lack of

consideration of the chemical nature of these radionuclides appears

virtually In the uncertainty of the predictive models.

This situation Is not too bad If the uncertainty analysis Is executed

thoroughly, with great care, and especially with much common sense, and If

the limits of the uncertainty are acceptable to the different groups.

However, the situation is totally different when the user decides to

manipulate the environment In order to mitigate the harmful Impact of an

accidental nuclear situation. In that case. the user Intervenes In the more

or less steady state of the environment, and the results of that

Intervention may be unpredictable,. Indeed acting on the sheer concentration

of a radioisotope Is Impossible and the whole ecosystem, Including Its

nutrient status, biomass production and Its quality, etc.. may be modified.

c) Specific goals

In view of the foregoing discussion the specific goal of radloecology

should be clear. Radioecology Is the science that studies the basic

mechanisms governing the behaviour and transfer of radionuclides in the

environment with the following alms:
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- to be able to adequately mitigate the consequences of a nuclear impact on

the environment;

- to disturb the ecosystem as little as possible when taking the

countermeasures;

- to guarantee the technical effectiveness and feasibility of the

countermeasure;

- to a lesser extent, to reduce the uncertainty of predictive models.

I14PLEMENTATION OF STUDY RADIOECOLOGY IN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE "RADIATION

PROTECTION PROGRAMME" OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES.

The radiation protection of the CEC has -severaL alms:

- to Improve and extend the scientific basis for the regulatory obligations

of the Commission;

- to contribute to the understanding of:

a) human exposure to radiation and radioactivity

b) consequences of radiation exposures. their assessments, prevention

and treatment

c) risk management of radiation exposure and radloecology

- to promote cooperation and exchange of Information on radiation

protection In the community and with other countries

- to assure, by training and support of research, the preservation of

radiation protection expertise in the Community.

RADIOECOLOGY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE RADIOPROTECTION PROGRAMME

The radloecology In the Radiation Protection Research context has been

looked upon In two different ways. One has first looked at the different

problem topics that need to be Investigated before any Information can be

delivered to the next radiation protection compartment. The following points

were brought to the surface:

a. Environmental behavior of radionuclides in situations meriting

particular attention for long-term behavior or post-accident

conditions.

b. Natural radioactivity In the environment and Its pathways to man.

c. Influence of speclation, chemical modification, changes In

physico-chemIcal properties and bological conversion.

d. The behaviour of accidentally released radionuclides, evaluation of

the reliability of transfer parameters ad experimental studies.

e. The role of retention and release of radionuclides In natural

ecosystems such as forests, moorland, swamps, marshlands, water

bodies and in marginal agricultural areas.
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f. Development of countermeasures to reduce the contamination in the

environment and to Impede Its transfer to man.

However, another line of conduct can be followed. Instead of focusing on the

problem topics, which Is somewhat the old fashioned way to give priority to

the radionuclide as It stands on Its own, there Is another line of conduct

where one is focusing on the relation between the ecosystem and the

radionuclides It transfers. The latter approach has been actually preferred

In the sector of radioecology. It has lead to the following organization.

a)Mechanisms of transfer In soil-plant systems: basic principles

The objectives of this project are the determination of time dependent

changes In speciation of soil systems, and the study of the effect of

these changes In availability on radionuclide accumulation by organisms

to come eventually with a generalized description of the relation

between the concentration and species of a radionuclide present upon the

solid phase of the soil, In the lquid phase and n biota.

b) Transfer of radionuclides In semi-natural ecosystems

The objectives of this project are an Investigation of vegetation and

soil characteristics of upland pastures, mountainous areas. and nord1c

areas and their relation with the transfer of radionuclides.

c) Transfer of radionuclides In forests

One objective is to produce data by field and laboratory investigations

on the uptake of aerially deposited radionuclides Into forest ecosystems

and their subsequent fate, with a vew to validating and refining models

which are currently being developed on transfer within such ecosystems

and their dependency on geographical location.

Characterized radionuclides or surrogates In the form of aerosols and

droplets will be applied to tree canopies In field and laboratory

studies, In wet and dry deposition studies.

Another objective Is to improve the knowledge of the cycling of

radionuclides In natural systems under long term conditions and to

describe the cycling depending on Important environmental parameters.

Radloecological models will be improved and/or developed to forecast

potential radiation exposure due to an extensive use of natural

ecosystems.

A number of factors will be considered such as: season for deposition,

type of vegetation, stand development, soil characteristics, climate,

hydrology.
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d) Transfer of radionuclides to livestock

In this project a number of animal and dietary factors which have an

Important effect on transfer are studied. These processes and mechanisms

are then to be modelled In view of improving the effectiveness of

countermeasures.

e) Transfer of radionuclides through the fresh-water environment

The objectives of this project are to elucidate the dominant vector In

the particulate transport of radionuclides, and hence, the causes of

variability In the Kd factor; the causes of variability In concentration

factors of aquatic organisms; the relative Importance of different

transport processes of raddes from catchment. the water to sediments; the

active processes in the remobilIzation of radionuclides from sediments

or at the fresh-water - sea wter nterface; appropriate parameters to

achieve greater transportability of te models between sites.

f) Radioecology of transuranic In the marine environment.

The aim here Is to study the environmental ehaviour of Pu and Am on the

mechanisms of transfer from the source to possible sinks such as the

sediment banks and algal beds. More In particular, specific problems of

transport velocities, speciation and residence times will be

investigated.

CONCLUSION

The science of radiation ecology In the framework of the CEC Radiation

Protection Programme Is considered to serve to unravel the specific

Interaction between the blosphere and the radioactivity as a chemical event,

in order to deliver the reliable or (quality asurance) data for the dose

calculation, to reveal the most sensitive ecocompartments (trophic level) In

a food chain, and to develop the skills needed In the technique of remedial

actions, based on sound scientific principles.
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